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About This Game

Overview:

Magical Mysteries is a game of brain-teasing puzzles and fast-paced match-3 battles in a magical 3D fantasy world. Search for
enchanted scrolls, make useful potions and beat your mysterious enemies! Improve your spells and unravel the story of the

Sorceress.

The Hourglass and Survival minigames together with the unlockable very hard difficulty level are giving extra challenge for the
best players.

Face your fears and start your journey!
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Features:

A new take on the Match-3/Puzzle gameplay: Push magical discs onto the board to arrange them in-line. See as they
are warping back to the board and plan your moves ahead.

Real-time battles: Enemies won't wait for your turn. A good balance of speed and focus is required!

Mana management: Your time, steps and health are combined into one Mana Bar. Make all your steps matter!

Wonderful, continuously changing locations: Open gates, enchant statues, build bridges or let the lava flow...

70 hand-crafted levels: Clever lock systems, arranged colors, different board sizes and changing warp times.

7 upgradeable spells: Fireball, Blizzard, Lightning, Freeze, Sunbeam, Color Magic and Vortex. Each can be upgraded
in 3 steps. Which ones fit your strategy? Choose wisely!

10 frightful creatures: Each with its own tactics and unique special power

Beat the highscores in 2 special challenges: Hourglass & Survival

Difficulty settings: Normal, Hard and Very Hard

Atmospheric music, animated cutscenes
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Title: Magical Mysteries: Path of the Sorceress
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Alder Games
Publisher:
Alder Games
Release Date: 18 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP and above

Processor: 1.2 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB video card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 600 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Portuguese,Swedish,Hungarian,Russian
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magical mysteries path of the sorceress

It's a match 3 gems of the same type kind of game, the graphics are charming, i really like the atmosphere they have created.
As you progress through the story you gain access to spells which allow you to do extra damage to oponents.
Spells have to be charged first (for example by doing 4 in a row of the color required for the specific spell).
The music is relaxing and i really like the art style, had this game on my radar for a while.

Highly recommended.. \ud83d\udc4c\ud83c\udffbSultry Sorceress Seduces. Such Skimpy Sexuality!. strategy game that needs
quick reflexes as well.. Once you get used to how it works it's pretty fun. The difficulty seems fine and aside of the challenge
related ones the achievements are earned by simply playing the game.. Being a fan of match-3 games, I found this one stands out
due to its 3d-graphics, excellent music / sound-effects and the attractive heroine in the background. I would say the game
presentation is a cross between Bejewelled and Luxor. You have a static-sized board like Bejewelled but pieces you need to
shoot into it like Luxor. You'll also need to keep up the pace as there are penalties incurred if you delay too long. This makes the
gameplay unique enough to peak ones interest for a deeper play-thru. Two things I feel would make this game better: 1. a
"casual" mode, say where your mana bar doesn't go down, the longer you delay for a more relaxing experience. 2. The ability to
rotate the board 90 degress so you can better visualize pieces moving up-down / left-right. All in all, happy with the game,
especially at the current sale price.
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This game has a great art design, soundtrack and overall vibe. I truly thought this would be in the same league as Puzzle Quest
my favorite all time adventure puzzle game!!! Then after several levels I came to realize that this is more of a rapid clicking
game instead of a chill out experience. You have a mana bar that also doubles as a timer which prevents proper set-ups and\/or
strategies. This title would have been considerably more fulfilling as a turn-based puzzler versus attempting to be an arcade like
experience. Tetris, Poker Smash, even Columns were properly designed stress puzzlers but Magical Mysteries: Path of the
Sorceress should have chosen a far more laid back approach, such wasted potential.......... Magical Mysteries: Path of the
Sorceress is a cool 3D match 3 game. There are battles which add to the fun! Pick it up on sale or in a bundle.. I'm glad I
purchased it on sale but it might kill time.. Being a fan of match-3 games, I found this one stands out due to its 3d-graphics,
excellent music \/ sound-effects and the attractive heroine in the background. I would say the game presentation is a cross
between Bejewelled and Luxor. You have a static-sized board like Bejewelled but pieces you need to shoot into it like Luxor.
You'll also need to keep up the pace as there are penalties incurred if you delay too long. This makes the gameplay unique
enough to peak ones interest for a deeper play-thru. Two things I feel would make this game better: 1. a "casual" mode, say
where your mana bar doesn't go down, the longer you delay for a more relaxing experience. 2. The ability to rotate the board 90
degress so you can better visualize pieces moving up-down \/ left-right. All in all, happy with the game, especially at the current
sale price.
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